Fine-Grained Visual Categorization (FGVC) is challenging due to the large intra-class and small inter-class variance, and classes which are prone to be confused with one or more similar classes are called as confusing classes. Hierarchical visual data structures are widely used for image classification with a large number of classes so that the sophisticated classification problem can be processed from coarse to fine. However, hierarchical structures are accompanied with error propagation. In order to reduce the error propagation caused by the hierarchical structure, we propose the concept of minimal confusion set and its metrics. Minimal confusion set is the minimal set of classes that are highly confused with other classes in the set and much less confused with classes outside the set. Based on minimal confusion sets, a flat two-layer hierarchical structure can be formed, which reduces the error propagation. An effective mining method of minimal confusion set is also proposed, which can also be used for hierarchical learning. The mining method of minimal confusion set is based on confusion matrix, but it is different from the traditional methods using the confusion matrix obtained from test data. This method is independent on test data, and experiments on multiple datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of the method.
Introduction
There is a strong hierarchical relationship between classes in the real world, and as regards human learning, coarse classification is much simpler than fine-grained classification (1) . Given a hierarchy of classes, sophisticated classification can be performed in a coarse-to-fine fashion, which can not only improve accuracy, but also improve efficiency (2) . The hierarchical structure is also important and widely used in the image classification problem. The methods of hierarchical learning for image classification can be classified into three categories: methods based on taxonomy (3, 4) , methods based on clustering with visual features (5) (6) (7) (8) , and methods based on confusion matrix (9) (10) (11) . However, hierarchical learning classification methods inevitably bring about the problem of error propagation; that is, instances that are misclassified in the intermediate layer tend to be misclassified in the end. The problem of error propagation is common to the above three categories of methods. Therefore, error propagation should be considered when hierarchical models are used for image classification. Qu et al. transform the problem of class prediction into a task of finding the optimal path of a visual tree by maximizing a joint probability (2) . Rather than finding only one path, candidate paths corresponding to the top N joint probabilities are explored. However, the N path search in the method increases the computational complexity greatly. The closest related work reduces the error propagation by dividing confusing classes into some subsets, instead of generating a multi-layer structure for all classes (12) .
However, this method still uses a multi-layer binary tree structure in each confusing subset, leading to large error propagation in subsets of confusing classes. In addition to the common disadvantage of error propagation, these methods also have their own shortcomings. Taxonomy-related methods which use existing taxonomy like WordNet for classifying classes are widely used in image classification (3) , but they all ignore visual features. Similar classes in the taxonomy may not be similar in terms of visual features. Therefore, the hierarchical structure based on taxonomy is not the best option to improve classification accuracy. The methods based on clustering with visual features are more inclined to find supersets of confusing classes, because similar in visual features is a necessary condition for different classes being confused, but not a sufficient one. That is to say, instances of confusing classes have similar visual features, but instances which have similar visual features may not be confused as long as some distinctive features can be distinguished. In contrast, methods based on confusion matrix are more likely to obtain an ideal hierarchical structure, but the existing methods based on confusion matrix (9) (10) (11) use test data to compute the confusion matrix, which is susceptible to the distribution of training data and test data. Besides, it is always impossible to know the true labels of test data in practical applications in a short time. Therefore, such methods which use the confusion matrix based on test data have great limitations. In summary, the hierarchical approaches based on confusion matrix in hierarchical learning have advantages, but the traditional methods rely on test data, which have great limitations in application. Besides, reducing the error propagation caused by the hierarchical structure is also very important.
This paper proposes the concept of minimal confusion set, based on which a flat two-layer hierarchical structure can be formed and the error propagation caused by this hierarchical structure is relatively small, due to the property of minimal confusion set that the classes in it are seldom confused with classes outside. The mining method of minimal confusion set utilize confusion matrix in a way that is independent of test data, and it is based on the assumption about the relation between class confusion and experiment data. The confusion matrices obtained by multiple experiments are used to mine the minimal confusion sets. Using confusion matrices obtained solely on the training data perfectly overcomes the deficiencies of existing confusion matrix-based methods. Research on minimal confusion set can also pave the way for ensemble learning. First, the method with the highest accuracy in the overall data can be used to perform rough classification and the minimal confusion sets can be obtained. Then another method that has the best performance on the minimal confusion sets can be used to further classify the classes in the minimal confusion sets.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the concept of confusing class, minimal confusion set and their properties. Section 3 describes the mining method of minimal confusion set, while the experimental details are articulated in Section 4. Concluded remarks and the future directions of our work are described in Section 5.
Minimal Confusion Set
Before defining the minimal confusion set, we first define the elements in the minimal confusion set, confusing classes. The first thing to be clear is that confusion among classes is not only related to the property of the classes, but also related to the classification method used. Therefore, both confusing classes and the minimal confusion set are related to the classification method. For the convenience of description, it is no longer emphasized that the confusing classes and the minimal confusion set are obtained by using a certain classification method.
Confusion can occur amongst more than two classes. For example, if A is easily misclassified as B , B is easily misclassified as C , and C is easily misclassified as A , then A , B , and C are easily confused in the set they make up of. Whether a class is easily misclassified as other classes or other classes are easily misclassified as it, this class is regarded as a confusing class. That is, if a class has low Recall or low Precision, it is considered as a confusing class. A quantitative representation is expressed with the inequality,
where P is Precision, R is Recall, and * PR is the Confusion Coefficient (CC) we define, and T1 is the threshold of CC.
Minimal confusion set is defined in the multi-class classification problem. It is a set of existing classes, in which each element is a confusing class. The classes in the minimal confusion set are highly confused with other classes in the set and much less confused with classes outside the set. Since the set cannot be reduced otherwise it no longer satisfies the property, it is named minimal confusion set. The minimal confusion set also cannot be extended or merged with other minimal confusion set; that is, adding classes of any number to a minimal confusion set makes it no longer a minimal confusion set.
The number of the minimal confusion set is dependent on the dataset and the classification method. It should be noted that not every confusing class belongs to a minimal confused set. If there is no set (except the sets containing all confusing classes) which contains a certain confusing class satisfies the definition of the minimal confusion set, then the class won't belong to any minimal confusion set.
To illustrate the minimal confusion set, we take the confusion matrix obtained on CUB-200-2011 dataset (13) with Bilinear CNN (14) as an example. matrix is transformed so that the rows and columns which represent the bird classes that are easily confused are adjacent, as shown in Fig.1 . TP represents the number of True Positive, which is on the diagonal line of the confusion matrix. P for each row represents the number of positive instances, and P′for each column represents the number of instances that are predicted to be the class represented by this column. It can be seen that the Recall and Precision of the above 6 classes are very low, so they are confusing classes, and these classes are easily confused within the set they make up of. If these classes are not differentiated within the set, and the elements in the red part are added by row and by column respectively, then we can obtain TP1 and TP2, and both TP1 and TP2 are already close to P and P' respectively.
In order to measure whether the classes in the set are highly confused with other classes in the set and much less confused with classes outside the set, the metric Internal and External confusion coefficient (IECC) is defined.
Internal confusion ( IC ) is the confusion that can be reduced by considering these classes as a whole, so the bigger it is the better. External confusion ( EC ) is the confusion that cannot be eliminated even after the minimal confusion set is formed, and this confusion will cause error propagation, so the smaller it is the better. The number of classes in the minimal confusion set is denoted by CI , and the number of classes outside the minimal confusion set is denoted by CO . , and the IECC of this minimal confusion set is 83.14. In contrast, if a set of classes is randomly selected from a data set, its IECC should theoretically be close to 1. That is, the ratio of the number of internal confusions to the number of external confusions is approximately equal to the ratio of the number of internal classes to the number of external classes. Because the classes in the minimal confusion set are highly confused with other classes in the set and much less confused with classes outside the set, the minimal confusion set has a big IECC.
Taking a classification problem with 8 basic classes as an example, assume that there are 2 minimal confusion sets on the 8 classes. The hierarchical structure based on the minimal confusion sets is shown in Fig. 2 where v0 represents all classes, v11, v12 represent classes included in the minimal confusion set, and v1, v2, v3, v4, v5, v6, v7, and v8 represent the 8 basic classes respectively. The advantage of hierarchical structure is that by grouping similar classes into one class, the classes in the same layer are distinguished easily, but at the same time the hierarchical structure will bring about errors propagation. Therefore, the advantages and disadvantages should be weighed in the process of constructing hierarchical structure. Assume that v2 is also a confusing class, but it does not belong to any minimal confusion set. In other words, its confusion with other classes is more decentralized. If v2 is combined with other classes to form a hierarchical structure, it will result in great error propagation. The minimal confusion set has a large IECC, thus classes in it will take more advantages than disadvantages in hierarchical classification models. Therefore, the hierarchical structure based on the minimal confusion set has advantages over existing hierarchical models. 
Mining method of Minimal Confusion Set
Ease of confusion is an inherent relationship between similar classes, but different image classification methods can also cause confusion due to their own defects.
We make the assumption that if a certain method tends to cause some classes to be confused, and when other conditions remain unchanged except that training data is randomly reduced, these classes are still confused. Based on this assumption, this paper proposes a method which only uses training data to mine minimal confusion set. The basic flow of the proposed method is as follows. 1) Divide the training data randomly into k folds in average; 2) Classification algorithm trains models on with 1 k  folds and tests with 1 fold to obtain the confusion matrix
CM;
3) Transform the confusion matrix CM to obtain the Confusion Relation Matrix (CRM), so that each row contains the confusion relation between one class with other classes; 4) Take each row which represents a class in the CRM as an instance and cluster them into sub-clusters; 5) Calculate the IECC of each sub-cluster, and pick out the sub-clusters whose IECC exceed the threshold T2; 6) Take 1 of the k folds of data obtained in step 1 in turn as test data, and repeat steps 2-5 a total of k times to obtain a set of sub-clusters, and the set is named CS; 7) Take each sub-cluster in CS as a transaction (15) and each class as an item (15) , and find the maximal frequent k itemsets (15) in CS.
The maximal frequent k itemsets obtained through the above process are the minimal confusing sets to acquire. In step 4, classes which are easily confused in the set they make up of will be clustered into the same sub-cluster. Since step 2-5 have been repeated k times, each class in CS will appear k times at most, and based on the assumption we make, classes that are easily confused should appear together in different sub-clusters for k times. Hence, frequent pattern mining is used in step 7 to find the frequent k itemsets, among which the maximal frequent k itemsets are the minimal confusing sets. The representation of confusion between classes in step 3 is very important, which is the basis for clustering in step 4. The detail of step 3 is described in Algorithm 1. Confusingclass = Confusingclass + class // add the new class whose CC is below T1 into the set of confusing classes 6 end if 7 end for 8 CM is normalized by row to get CM1 9 Extract the elements in CM1 to form a new matrix CM2 according to the row and column of Confusingclass. 10 Add CM 2 to its transposed matrix to get CRM Algorithm 1 is simple, but there is a trick in it. The elements in confusion matrix represent a directed relation between two classes; that is, ' A is misclassified as B ' is different from ' B is misclassified as A ' . However, confusion is an undirected relation, therefore CM2 is added to its transposed matrix in the last step. The advantage of doing so is to better express the confusion between different classes, so that classes which are highly confused can be clustered into the same sub-cluster easily.
Experiments
Experiments are carried out on three widely used FGVC datasets. Since the mining method of the minimal confusion set is based on the assumption we make in section 3. The main purpose of the experiment is to verify whether the proposed method can acquire the minimal confusion set on multiple datasets and whether the set acquired through the mining method satisfy the property of minimal confusion set we propose.
Datasets
CUB-200-2011 (13) , STANFORD CARS (16) , And FGVC-AIRCRAFT (17) are used for experiments. Their main descriptions are given in Table 1 . The training data are used to mine the minimal confusion set, and the test data are mainly used to test the IECC of the minimal confusion set acquired. IECC is used for measuring the quality of the minimal confusion set. 
Experimental Setup
Deep neural networks have achieved the best experimental results in FGVC. This paper uses an advanced deep learning framework PFNet, which has better performance on the STANFORD CARS and FGVC-AIRCRAFT data sets than the Macnn (18) , the state-of-the-art. K-means (19) is used for clustering, and Aprior (15) is used for frequent itemsets mining.
The experimental parameters include: T1, the threshold of CC; T2, the threshold of IECC; K , the number of experiment times; C , the number of clusters in K-means; and _ min sup , the minimal support in Aprior algorithm.
According to experience, T1 is set to 0.8 and T2 is set to 15, which ensures that only a set with big IECC will be selected as a minimal confusion set. The number of clusters C is set to N , where N is the number of confusing classes in the dataset, and is determined by the dataset, classification method and T1. The number of experiment times K is set to 3, which means that the data in training set are divided into 3 parts in average. Since the amount of the training data is relatively limited and only one fold of data are used for test, if K is too big, the test data will be too few. K cannot be too small either, otherwise the training data are too few to get a good classification model. Thus, the selection of K in this experiment is 3. The steps 2-5 in the experiment are repeated for 3 times, and 3* N sub-clusters are obtained as items. Different from traditional frequent itemset mining, each class will appear at most only 3 times instead of 3* N times in the set of items, while the classes that are easily confused should appear together in different itemsets for 3 times. Therefore, the _ min sup is set to 1/ N .
Experimental Results
The minimal confusion sets obtained on each dataset are shown in Table 2 -4. It can be seen that the IECC of all the minimal confusion sets are very big, which means that the classes in the minimal confusion sets are highly confused with other classes in the set and much less confused with classes outside the set. The red part in Fig. 3 shows the minimal confusing set with the biggest IECC. It can be seen that the 38 th class and the 39 th class of FGVC-AIRCRAFT are highly confused, while they are seldom confused with other classes outside the minimal confusing set that they make up of. Therefore, the IECC of this minimal confusing set is extremely big. 
Conclusions
The advantage of hierarchical structure is to make the classes in the same layer be separated from other classes as easy as possible by grouping similar classes into a set. However, at the same time, the hierarchical structure will bring about error propagation. In this paper, we propose the concept of minimal confusion set and its important metric IECC so that a flat two-layer hierarchical structure can be formed, in which classes in minimal confusion sets will take more advantages than disadvantages in hierarchical classification models. A general mining method of the minimal confusion set is proposed based on the assumption about the relation between class confusion and experiment data. Our method only needs data of the training set, thus overcoming the limitation of the traditional confusion matrix-based methods. The assumption is verified by experiments on multiple FGVC datasets.
The minimal confusion set can also be used for ensemble learning. By combining the overall optimal method with the optimal method on the minimal confusion sets, an ensemble learning which focus on the confusing classes can be achieved. However, the part of ensemble learning has not been realized yet, which is the next step of our research work.
